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Pablo DiRitis: Good evening everyone. My name is Pablo DiRitis and I’m the
cultural curator here at CORE. For those of you who it’s your first time here at
CORE you’re probably asking yourself what is this really nice, swanky screening
room? We are a private members club, spanning six floors, over 35,000 square
feet, and if you’d like, following the conversation and during the cocktail hour—
we’re gonna have an hour of cocktails afterwards—you’re more than welcome to let
us know if you’d like a tour of the property, of the facility. Our architect, JeanGabriel Neukomm from SPaN Architects, is here. And he’s more than happy to
give tours of the property, and I’m more than happy to give tours as well.
In addition to the beautiful architecture, we have a pretty impressive art collection,
99% of which belongs to our members and is on loan. Art and design are a big
part of the DNA of our brand and of our community so we like to show them and
talk about them whenever possible. We do a lot of programming, about 140
cultural events a year. Last year we brought in Richard Meier, Bill Baker, and
David Childs from SOM. And we also have had in in the past Murakami, Koons,
Marina, Christo, and a bunch of other notable and well-noted artists.
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So I want to just start by saying, first of all, Jean-Gabriel, thank you very much
because he put me in contact with Deborah Marton from the Design Trust for
Public Space. And we’ve had a beautiful dialogue and this is sort of the fruit of
our first labor. And I have a feeling we’ll end up doing many more wonderful
events like this. So, I’m not going to take up any more of your time. Again, my
name’s Pablo DiRitis. I’m happy to speak to you later on, but I want to introduce
Deborah Marton from Design Trust for Public Space.
Deborah Marton: Thank you Pablo. (applause) Thank you CORE Club. For those of
you who are members, we’re really very grateful to have this conversation in this
space. It’s the perfect place for this subject. I’d also like to thank John Keenen-he’s here—of Keenen Riley Architect, who is a supporter of this event and a
member of the Design Trust Council, which is our membership group. I’ll tell you
more about that in a moment. And also I want to thank Jean-Gabriel Neukomm of
SPaN and Linda Pollak of MP Architects, they are the co-chairs of the Design
Trust Council this year. So thank you both. And I encourage you to look at all of
the work of those firms: Keenen Riley, SPaN, and MP Architects. All three are very
strong and different sorts of work. I’d like to also thank our Design Trust Coucil
members, particularly the corporate members: Agnes Gund, AE Greyson and
Company, HR&A Advisors, Jaklitsch Gardner Architects—thank you—and SPaN.
And finally I want to thank our board of directors—many are here this evening—

and our founder and board chair Andrea Woodner, without whom none of this
would be happening.
The Design Trust Council is our financial and intellectual leadership group. We
convene many events per year, including events such as this one, conversations
like the one we’re about to have. And if you’re curious about the Council I’m
happy to speak to you about that after the conversation.
So, on to the conversation, we titled the conversation “New York after Bloomberg”
because we’re wondering and probably many of you are wondering what the city
will be like in the post-Bloomberg years. During this administration, the city’s
enjoyed a very unusual period of support for the public realm and, for those of us
who’ve been here a long time, that was not always the case and it may not
continue to be the case after this administration. So, you know, you just need to
think of PlaNYC, the Broadway plazas, expanded waterfront access, you know
there was a time in our history when these things would have been unimaginable.
So we’re asking the question this evening, what will the city be like in the coming
years? In his new book, the social anthropologist Julian Brash—and I really
encourage you to have a look at this book, it’s called Bloomberg’s New York: Class
and Governance in the Luxury City—makes the argument that while the Bloomberg
administration does leave a very strong public realm legacy, that it’s focus on the
creative class has resulted in a less diverse city socially, physically, culturally, and
economically. That focus has narrowed our diversity.
So tonight we’re asking the question that if that’s true, then what can the design
professionals do to help keep what diversity remains and maybe even to grow it a
bit from where we are now. Back in the 70’s, when Howard Cosell’s famous
remark, “the Bronx is burning,” which was probably apocryphal, but during the
’77 World Series much of New York was in a state of despair, and of the physical
and social deterioration of the city. And then the following year—the year after
Cosell made that remark—when Koolhaus published Delirious New York and it was
like a cold wind of change blowing through the city because—but in a good way—
his retroactive manifesto argued that we should celebrate and build on the chaos
of the city that others were despairing about. And I’m gonna quote from that
book: “Manhattan has generated a shameless architecture that has been loved in
direct proportion to its defiant lack of self-hatred, respected exactly to the degree
that it went too far.” And I would venture the observation that only an outsider
could really see that, at that time. So, as it turns out, his observation that our city
was “striving”—this is another quote from the book—“to reach a mythical point
where the world is completely fabricated by man so that absolutely coincides with
his desires” still rings true here. So do we still desire the complex diversity that
Julian Brash claims we’re losing to the idea of the luxury city? That’s one of the
things we’re gonna think about this evening.
So, another newcomer to our city, who can speak to that question and can
certainly speak to the idea of shameless architecture (laughter) and what all that
means to our future is our guest this evening, Bjarke Ingels. Bjarke started BIG,
Bjarke Ingels Group, in 2005, after co-founding Platt (sp) Architects in 2001 and
working at OMA in Rotterdam, so there is that OMA connection. Through a series
of award-winning design projects and buildings, he created an international
reputation that combines shrewd analysis, playful experimentation, social
responsibility, and humor. BIG’s portfolio includes the Danish Pavilion at the

Shanghai Expo, 8 House in Copenhagen, and a wildly inventive new building that
you must have seen images of on West 57th Street for the Durst Companies. So,
we’ll look forward to seeing that building. Bjarke is joined by New Yorker Julie
Iovine, may I make that point first, executive editor of The Architect’s Newspaper.
Julie’s an architecture and design reporter, editor, and critic with an international
reputation based on more than a decade as a features reporter and editor at The
(New York) Times and The (New York) Times Magazine. She also currently writes
for a range of publications, including Architectural Record, ID, Interior Design,
Elle Décor, and Town and Country. And she’s the author of numerous books,
including Guggenheim New York Bilbao. So, before we begin, Bjarke is going to
show us what he’s been up to. Thank you.
(standing on stage, showing slide show)
Bjarke Ingels: Thanks. (applause) I’m trying to go through like half an hour of like
trying to throw as much stuff out there so we have some ideas to… a common
reference. Because we are like newcomers to New York, not many of the projects
will deal specifically with New York. But I think I try to sort of take two groups of
projects that deal with, I think, two issues that are quite relevant to the
transformation that New York is undertaking, starting with this sort of diagram that
tries to sort of be a reminder that architects, rather than being sort of designers of
two-dimensional facades, or even three-dimensional architectural objects, we
should become designers of ecosystems, essentially. Channel not only the flow of
people through the spaces of our cities and buildings but also the flow of
resources into an ecosystem of both economy and ecology and even social
relationships.
The reason this role has become increasingly important is essentially what’s sort of
happening in this photo. It’s taken from the Danish conference center at the
COP15—the United Nations conference on climate change, a bit more than a year
ago. As you can see in the photo, it wasn’t exactly a party. Sarkozy, Brown,
(inaudible), even Obama. ‘Cause it was sort of a complete failure. None of the
goals were reached. And the general sort of discussion about sustainability was
drowning in an understanding that sustainability is a question of how much of our
existing quality of life are we prepared to sacrifice in order to afford being
sustainable. So essentially this idea—being from Denmark we call it this sort of
Protestant idea—that it has to hurt to do good. But essentially a general
understanding that a sustainable life is less fun than normal life.
So when we were invited to do the Danish pavilion for the Shanghai World Expo,
we thought about, what about coming up with a different kind of sustainability?
Namely, a sustainability that where sustainable buildings and cities actually
increase quality of life. We tried to sort of compare Shanghai and Copenhagen.
They’re both port cities, but of completely different scales and qualities. And then
we started looking at recent urban developments. This is Shanghai thirty years ago.
Bicycles everywhere. Now you have traffic jams everywhere. Bicycles have even
become forbidden in several places to not disturb the free flow of the car. In
Copenhagen we’re expanding our bicycle lanes. Recently we’ve recounted 37% of
Copenhageners commute by bike. And we have this system of free bicycles called
the City Bike. Then you can actually borrow a bicycle for free. So we thought like
why don’t we sort of remind the Chinese what they knew thirty years ago. Namely
sort of how fun it is to ride the bicycle through the city. So we made the pavilion

as a loop of a Danish street complete with benches and the blue bicycle lanes and
the City Bikes, where you can actually bicycle out on the roof but also through the
exhibition itself.
The Copenhagen harbor—like both Shanghai and Copenhagen are port cities, but
in Copenhagen our harbor has become so clean you can actually swim in it. Our
first design was actually the Copenhagen harbor bath that extends public life and
social space—(microphone noise) that’s pretty wild—social space into the water.
So again we felt like instead of talking about it why don’t we allow the visitors to
experience in the middle of the pavilion how clean, if not how cold, the Danish
harbor water is. So we created this harbor bath in the middle of it. And also we
found out that actually all the Chinese actually grew up in public school with the
story of the little mermaid, this Hans Christian Anderson fairy tale. So we actually,
we proposed to move the actual mermaid from Copenhagen to China. It would be
equivalent of moving the Statue of Liberty to Shanghai, although more
manageable. (laughter) Chinese customs. (laughter) But basically there she is, sort
of at the heart of the pavilion.
So this became you know this sort of idea of trying to accumulate elements from
Copenhagen city life, where the sustainable city actually increases life quality; the
free flow of the bicycles, the bath. Instead of taking traffic jams for two hours to
go to the Hamptons you can just jump in the port.
And this sort of idea, we started pursuing it in other proposals. I’ll just run through
some quick ideas. We did a project in Copenhagen called the mountain that
actually combines a parking structure with an apartment building. The parking
sort of lifts up all the apartments, transforming them into sort of a south-facing
mountain. The façade is perforated, allowing for natural ventilation. And this sort
of perforation in different hole sizes actually creates the illusion of a giant sort of
urban artwork. 35,000 square feet completely for free, because it actually allows
the building to breathe. And the apartments are transformed into sort of houses
with gardens. Almost like this sort of urban oasis, where the wood pavement of the
floors inside become terraces, become gardens. So essentially we sort of transform
what would have been like a traditional stack of apartments, looking at a big
boring block of cars, into a mountain of homes.
And this sort of idea of trying to mix things in order to sort of maximize not only
the qualities of the individual apartments but also maybe the social potential of
the city, we took to a new level with a project called the 8 House in Copenhagen,
where we sort of essentially stack shops, offices, residential spaces—exploding the
difference in depth of commercial and residential space to create townhouses with
gardens on multiple levels. Following the (inaudible name) Master Plan we created
a shortcut through the building, turning it into a figure eight. And finally because
shops and offices spend energy on cooling towards the south, we pushed them
down. Towards the north we create a four-story office building. But that at the
same time lifts all the apartments into the sun and the view. And in reverse in the
southwest corner we open up the entire courtyard for the views and the sunshine.
That sort of short-circuits the gardens in front of the townhouses and creates this
three-dimensional urban space that actually sort of literally invites public life, or
the possibility for spontaneous social encounters that is normally restricted to
occurring on street level. Here it’s actually invited to invade the three-dimensional
space of the perimeter block. You know, children living in these townhouses can

sort of run over and play with their neighbors. So rather than being this sort of you
know two-dimensional façade or three-dimensional object, it becomes a threedimensional urban condition that doesn’t only allow the optimization of the
conditions for each of the components but also creates this sort of publicallyinvaded urban block. The 8 House is (microphone noise). Is this me? I can just
talk.
Julie Iovine: I think it’s mine.
Pablo: I’m sorry everyone.
Bjarke: It’s sabotage (laughter).
Pablo: Sorry everyone.
Bjarke: So it’s almost sort of… came complete recently. It’s also at the edge of
Copenhagen city limits so you really have this sort of clash of life forms, this view
over this sort of Copenhagen savannah. And in general the attitude of the project
is this whole idea of synergy, that the façade of the offices become the handrails
of the path. The handrails actually become the lighting. So it’s this sort of
complete integration of different functions. But also having this sort of extra-social
potential of actually inviting people to invade the block.
So you say these ideas might only work in a Scandinavian context, but some of the
ideas we actually took with us when we were invited by Durst Fetner to look at this
site on the Manhattan waterfront, where the Hudson River Park is already creating
this sort of rejuvenation of the former industrial waterfront. The existing residential
towers look like this. But we thought it could actually be interesting to introduce…
We spent ten years of our careers trying to escape the tyranny of the typology of
the Copenhagen courtyard and now that we finally had the chance to do a
skyscraper we thought maybe the courtyard could be interesting in sort of a
Manhattan context, ‘cause if you like you can say the private courtyard is almost
like the idea of Central Park at an urban scale, like condensed into a single cell of
the city block. So the question became how do you combine the American
skyscraper with density and views, with the Copenhagen courtyard. So basically the
site, we sort of created an arrival plaza between the existing building, the Helena,
and the new building. The courtyard is elevated on a sort of ground of publicoriented functions and a sort of cultural amenity. We tried to retain the views of
the Helena. And then finally we sort of, we lift up the northeast corner, create a
gradual setback, expanding the sidewalk as the building becomes taller and taller.
Again, sort of allowing for views and daylight into the courtyard over the Hudson,
maximizing all the vertical circulation towards the east, towards the public
transportation. And that essentially creates this sort of idea of a warped perimeter
block that rises from being horizontal to almost vertical. And that actually sort of
exposes… you can say traditionally the courtyard is a secret for the tenants. In this
case it becomes like the main façade towards the city and the waterfront. It almost
looks as if the Hudson River Park has started to invade the urban city fabric of the
urban block. So as the move around the streetscape, as the façade goes from
almost vertical to horizontal it allows more daylight down to the street, sort of an
entrance to the cultural program. And finally, all of the apartments are oriented
towards the view in this sort of fishbone-like structure that is revealed on the
façade, where the apartments almost poke out, trading this sort of three-

dimensional texture but also allowing the inhabitants to actually identify their
individual home from the outside. And of course the apartments that face the roof
have these terraces sunken into the roof plane. And because of the incredible
asymmetry, the courtyard itself goes from 42 inches to 400 feet and back down
again, allowing everybody including people in the gardens to enjoy the view of the
water.
So that was a series of projects where we tried to—sort of from a private point of
view—to pursue this idea of hedonistic sustainability. Rather, sustainable ideas
also increase life quality. The other idea that I’d like to share that I also think is
relevant in the context of Manhattan right now is this idea of public participation.
We started with a (inaudible). We were invited to do a project for the—sort of a
social project for Copenhagen. It was called the Maritime Youth House and it is in
a sort of socially challenged part of Copenhagen. Sort of geared towards trying to
teach the local kids to rig sails and tie knots rather than stealing cars and painting
graffiti. So the site was a former industrial site and it was polluted. So a third of
the building budget was reserved for picking up two feet of topsoil, driving it a
mile away into this landfill, dumping it and then paying a giant deposit tax. So
essentially paying a fortune just to move the pollution around. So we found out
that since the nature of the pollution doesn’t vaporize, when you put new topsoil
it’s just like putting a lid on it. So we found out we could simply just cover the
entire site with a wooden terrace, preventing people from actually touching the
ground. We sort of designed the terrace as this sort of, sort of man-made dune
landscape of wood that becomes like a playscape that incorporates the clubhouse,
the storage for the boats, and workshops into this sort of big public space. You
could actually leave the pollution where it was. Seal it off. So essentially move
resources from the problem, the pollution, into a potential, namely public, space.
So we sort of won the competition on this idea and ended up creating this
essentially social gathering point for the entire neighborhood in Copenhagen.
Another sort of approach at trying to deal with the public directly, we were invited
to compete the design the new city hall of Talim. Talim is sort of this UNESCO
World Heritage village. Currently the city hall is located in twelve different
buildings inside the medieval city and they wanted to connect them into a new,
consolidated city hall. It was also gonna contain all the public service. So we
thought that rather than having the traditional dichotomy of having the public
outside and the politicians inside, why not sort of hover the city hall above an
urban space, inviting people to come in to what we call sort of the public servant
marketplace, where you also have views between the politicians and the public.
Essentially we gave each department it’s own building, tailored each building for
the specifics of the department creating this almost sort of village of departments,
connected into a single floor plate. But allowing the sort of combination of the
advantages of a consolidated organization with a freedom of individual
departments. So we called it the public village. Essentially this sort of densified
village of individual buildings. In one place the citizens of Talim could actually
reach the roof and enjoy the sort of UNESCO panorama of the surrounding city.
And the last element of the competition was to design a tower. This was the old
city hall with a nice tower on it. And it Europe it’s kind of hard to imagine a city
hall without the typology of the tower. So we thought what are we gonna do with
this tower? Maybe we could put the city council inside? Se we imagined this
incredibly generous room for the politicians. For “political reflection,” we called it.

And the ceiling is made as a giant mirror, so that when the politicians have to
make difficult decisions all they have to do is look up and they get this sort of
periscopial overview of the city they’re actually messing with. But as a side effect,
when the angry citizens gather outside and look in, they actually get a perfect view
of the city council chamber. They can see sleeping or absent politicians, if they’re
text messaging, or playing Angry Birds. So essentially we call this idea the
democratic periscope. That combines political overview with public insight. And to
our luck the city council liked it, so it’s moving forward.
Another element of public participation… I’m not gonna explain the whole project,
but it’s a city (project) we’re doing in Copenhagen. It’s a mile-long urban space in
downtown Copenhagen. And it’s located in the most ethnically diverse
neighborhood in all of Denmark. There’s more than 60 different nationalities in
the surrounding area. And we essentially designed the space into what we call like
the red square, the black market, and the green park. So without talking too
much about the actual urban design, one of the elements is all of the—also even
the trees sort of follow this general idea with white blossoming trees on the black
market and red trees in the red square—but one of the main elements of the
project was to create a way—almost to use it as a machine—for integration, social
integration, between all these different cultures. And we thought that instead of
like populating this space with a lot of Danish design, we would actually sort of,
through the media and through public meetings, invite the local residents to
nominate objects from their second home country. Because it would be weird if
the Danes designed all of the nicest benches and all of the nicest drainpipes and
manholes and like, lampposts. So through this sort of long process of getting
suggestions, the local residents started nominating various objects from their
hometowns.
That’s the muscle beach from L.A. And we essentially just recreated these
conditions. So you get this almost like a global best practice with all of these
random things that we would never have invented ourselves; like some Ukrainians
nominated this elephant from Chernobyl, which is actually currently in the
exclusion zone. So we’re making a copy of it ‘cause the original is radioactive. The
red square actually got an original sign from THE Red Square in Russian. Of
course these nice like British cast iron litter boxes; some Guyanese flower pots.
And what do you call it, these stakes to stop the cars from entering, various
collections of manholes—this nice one from Japan. Like this awesome bicycle—
what do you call it—rack, from Germany. So essentially it almost became like this
sort of incredible tourism idea…
This beautiful Mexican bench, or like chair, that allows two people to have a
conversation. So we became like this, sort of almost like, curators. We just received
all these different proposals… a beautiful Moroccan fountain. So essentially almost
like the reinvention of the Romantic garden, where you know the Romantic
landscape architects… like these Dutch birdhouses in the trees. Where the, you
know, the Romantic landscape architects tried to recreate this sort of journey
through the world in the Romantic parks, like the Romantic cave, a Greek temple.
And in this case we’re actually creating a Copenhagen urban space that reflects
the true sort of cultural diversity of Copenhagen by actually revealing all these… an
urban space that becomes as diverse as the city itself. We even imported the snow
cannon for this small hill, allowing for some sleighing in the winter. And as a sort
of cultural souvenir, we literally introduced these different advertisements for stuff

you cannot buy in Denmark, as these sort of cultural artifacts, as a sort of, almost
like an art project, in this project. But of course like, we didn’t stop at the objects,
also the trees. They follow the color-coding and we even found a Chinese palm
tree that can grow in snow. So it’s gonna be like the most—by far the most—exotic
place in Denmark.
The last project that I’d like to sort of leave you with that sort of combines the idea
of hedonistic sustainability with this sort of idea of public participation or
involvement or engagement is sort of an off shoot of a master plan we have done
for… of Copenhagen, commissioned by the ten municipalities of metropolitan
Copenhagen. We were invited to look at making a new urban master plan triggered
by the plan to make a new train line on the sort of outer ring of Copenhagen. And
together with the ten municipalities we developed this idea of instead of just
looking at the one side… this is Denmark. This is Sweden. And because of the
national border, all planning—all metropolitan planning—has just gone into the
Danish side, or the Swedish side. But actually we already have this bridge. By just
creating a new two-mile long bridge, we can actually connect the densest
populated area in all of Scandinavia into this metropolitan region, where the
longest travel distance by public transportation within the region would be
fourteen minutes. It’s not only gonna be an infrastructure for people, but also for
waste management or water management, for water purification; even a smart grid
that combines the hydroelectric of Sweden with the wind energy of Denmark. It
also combines some of the most prosperous businesses in Scandinavia, and three
of the best universities. So essentially we proposed to create this bi-national
metropolitan region—it also introduces purple in the flag for the first time—that
has exactly the same size as the San Francisco Bay Area, and in many ways, both
like culturally and economically is very related. And we started looking at how the
train itself could be integrated with a sort of stage one urban development, making
sure there’s always a densification around the train stations themselves. Also to
take care of the increased amount of flooding occurring in Copenhagen due to the
early stages of global warming. Like in August in one hour we got as much rain as
we statistically get in all of August. So we’re planning these lakes along the train
line. And as an idea we proposed that this sort of mix of industry, sort of economic
activity and social activity could lead to these sort of interesting hybrids, where the
excess heat from the industry could be used for social programs like thermal
baths. And this could sound like sort of science fiction but as a first project in the
loop city, we recently won a commission to do a waste to energy plant. And in
Denmark, we only landfill 4% of our waste. 42% gets recycled in this facility. And
54% is used as fuel for creating heat and power. So essentially what happens is
that 400 tons of waste is delivered at the facility in Copenhagen and then it
delivers back heat for 140,000 houses and electricity for half a million citizens.
And it’s located in the middle of Copenhagen city, two miles from the town hall.
And they’re basically like ugly power plants and factories. This is what the current
plan looks like. So the CEO of this company, she was interested in doing a new
facility and it was important that it was going to be integrated into the urban
environment. The architecture would be a gift to the city. So essentially the
competition was, if you like, sort of a cosmetic exercise of trying to make this
factory look good. But it’s not only gonna be the biggest building in Copenhagen,
also the tallest, compared to the Copenhagen skyline. And it’s actually located
right here where this existing facility is. This is the opera of Copenhagen. This is
the royal theater. This is like this historical neighborhood. And right next to it you
have various forms of extreme sports. You have a go cart track. You have a marina

right in front of it. And you have this thing called the Copenhagen cable track,
which is a cable track suspended above the water, allowing people to wakeboard
and waterski in these loops right in front of the facility.
So speaking of skiing. Copenhageners, they actually love to ski. We have no hills.
We have a lot of snow but we have no hills. So we happily go for six hours by bus
to the south of Sweden to find a hill that is only 150 meters tall. So we thought
that Denmark might not have mountains, but we have mountains of trash. So why
not actually plant this piece of a southern Swedish ski resort on the roof of our
factory? So sort of essentially wrapping the machinery of the factory in this sort of
simple factory map on the ski slopes. They wanted a visitor center, which would
essentially be a place where schoolteachers would drag the kids to force them to
learn about how trash is turned into heat and electricity. Instead we thought what
about creating a destination? An elevator takes you to the roof of the factory, 100
meters up in the air. And there you can choose between a green, a blue, and a
black ski slope. Because it’s manmade we can actually make sure you end up at
the base of the elevator. With no walking you can get another trip. There’s a small
slope for the kids. So essentially it sort of turns into a destination in its own right.
The roof material is a sort of artificial white carpet with padding that is used for
summer skiing with a system… all the rainwater that drops on the mountain is
accumulated. And then there’s a system of vaporizers in a grid that allows for, in a
weekend, you can have summer skiing, because it actually allows you to ski with
normal equipment. But for four months—I’m sorry for the burnout—but for four
months we actually have frost and we have snow. So just by relying on the natural
downfall but also just blowing vaporized water into the air at night, it comes down
as snow. So that would essentially create this destination rather than a big fat
factory. For the façade itself, we invented this sort of system of stacked planters
where the vegetation in the summer actually filters the light into the factory. And
at night you’d be able to see the machines inside. So miraculously we actually won
the competition based on this idea. But just to return to the opening slide, this
sort of fantasy about trying to design all of our buildings and cities as entire
ecosystems almost comes true here because like, not only will the water
recollection and the local redistribution of water, the recycling, but more
importantly with the sort of ecosystem that the building creates with the city; also
of course the natural ventilation elimination. This building really operates as an
ecosystem.
As a last element, and what we thought could be the ultimate symbol of
hedonistic sustainability, they wanted some kind of artistic intervention. They were
thinking about like, glowing lights on the factory at night. We thought like, since
it’s an incredibly clean factory—it’s the latest filtering technologies and they
control the temperature at the combustion chamber—the smoke that comes out is
actually nontoxic. But it does contain CO2. So we proposed to design the roof of
the chimney as this disc that gradually fills up with CO2. When there’s a hundred
kilos of CO2, there’s a compression chamber that puffs a giant smoke ring.
Actually, I’m afraid from the burnout it’s almost impossible to see. But essentially
imagine that the—you can see it—it sort of puffs smoke rings. It could sound
ridiculous. Of course we like the idea that you take the ultimate symbol of the
problem, the chimney of the factory, and turn it into something playful. But more
importantly you can say like one of the main drivers of behavioral change is
knowledge. And if people don’t know they can’t act. And we all know how abstract
CO2 is, you know. So if your kids ask you, well, daddy, what’s a ton of CO2? Then

you can say that all you have to do is count ten smoke rings. And when they’ve
counted them that’s one ton of CO2, literally. So miraculously the client has
accepted both ideas, so now we also imagine that the smoke ring could become a
symbol of the loop city, which would be the sort of new bi-national sustainable
region in Scandinavia.
So with that as the sort of closing statement, one of the main principles at work
here is this sort of idea that, you know, whenever you apply rational thinking to a
problem, you start dissecting the problem into its constituent parts, and
automatically you start creating like, different silos for different issues that then
become like, completely separate. For instance like in modern city planning the
idea was to say that you know, houses have certain needs that go into the
residential suburb; offices go into the corporate city core, or the brain parks;
shopping into the shopping centers. So gradually you eliminate the possibility of
synergy or symbiosis or harvesting these potentials for collaboration or overlaps.
And quite often innovation lies in ideas that seem to be oxymorons or mutually
exclusive, like “hedonistic sustainability” you normally would say to be two
separate phenomena. Or it’s like the main idea we like to watch, the idea of
“pragmatic utopia,” which also sounds like two things that would rule each other
out. But actually to sort of turn it into a vision for the future of cities such as New
York; to turn the idea of sort of a socially and environmentally and economically
sustainable city into a pragmatic utopian master plan for the future.
(applause)

(now seated on stage: Julie Iovine and Bjarke Ingels)
Julie: You did it in record time. How was that? Bjarke said he left out all the jokes
but I thought it was extremely entertaining in any case. Now, you’ve just expressed
extraordinary dynamic ideas, fantastic energy. You’ve been working in Scandinavia,
and now you’re here in “real world” New York. And I can’t help but wonder how
you hope to translate some of those ideas into this very gritty world of New York
where the diversity is extreme. And particularly in developing and in architecture
there’s almost an oligarchic approach of very small, traditional-bound developer
world, you know, facing this extreme diversity. I couldn’t help but look at those
bicycle slides that you showed and you’re percentages are enviable, both in the
waste energy recycling that’s already happening there; the bicycle use that’s
already happening there. Here we’re facing… our transportation commissioner
went to Copenhagen to look at the bike lanes, came back to New York, put ‘em in,
and now there’s a huge backlash and all the bike lanes are gonna be taken out
next administration. So—
Bjarke: You think so?
Julie: Well, not all of them. But we’re already in a struggle with the bike lanes.
You know, less than one year after they’re in, you know, there’s a huge backlash;
in part because the diversity here is so layered, so nuanced, and, you know, much
more complex I suspect.

Bjarke: There’s the whole Williamsburg incident. But actually I think it’s kinda
funny because like, normally Denmark would have—and Copenhagen—would have
sort of seen that you know, for instance, sort of racial riots, like Los Angeles
decades ago, was a phenomena for America or like, whenever Islamic extremists go
bananas and burn flags they burn the American flag. But recently we actually had
racial riots in Copenhagen, actually in the neighborhood where this park is coming
up. And we had Islamists burning the Danish flag and cardboard figures of the
Danish prime minister. So he was like, almost elevated to this… like imagine that
such a tiny country could actually suddenly find itself in this sort of global conflict,
and I think no matter how sort of lilliputia Denmark is, I think we’ve already
started to sort of deal with a lot of issues that characterize Manhattan. And I think
in reverse, Manhattan has launched into a quite radical transformation towards
becoming more sort of this incredibly like, more and more green and livable city. I
think the, at least the mobilization of a Million Trees, more bicycle lanes than the
entire city of Copenhagen, the waterfronts, the High Line, the pedestrianization of
Broadway—it’s all quite radical and very sort of rapidly implemented initiatives that
would have been unimaginable ten years ago.
Julie: Well those are very much part of the Bloomberg legacy. And how do you
think you’ll translate going about business? I mean the way you, I don’t even
know, I mean you can tell us a little bit about how getting a building done in
Copenhagen so far in your experience is comparing going about getting a building
done here.
Bjarke: I mean everybody warned me that American developers are impossible to
work with, they only think about profit. But I have news. No developers don’t think
about profit. I mean if they don’t, they are not developers for very long. So it’s a
kind of universal condition. And then the second thing was the New York building
regulations were supposed to be impossible to deal with. But I can tell you it’s a
lot easier to do a 450-foot building in New York than it is in Copenhagen.
Julie: What do you have to go through in Copenhagen to do a tall building?
Bjarke: It’ll never happen. The previous mayor tried to make a high-rise policy,
‘cause she was into this idea of densification ‘cause density is green. She didn’t
remain the mayor for very long. Like she actually did manage to invite Douglas
Durst to Copenhagen to talk about the sustainable high-rise, ‘cause the Durst
Fetner have been the world leaders in creating sustainable high rises. So she did
at least make that introduction possible before she lost the second term. So I
think in Scandinavia you should really stay away from high rises. So I think in
many ways a lot of things are really possible here that would be completely
impossible in the context of Denmark.
Julie: I couldn’t help but look at the mountain, your project there, and wonder
what if you—and maybe you did, you tell me—needed to then go back and make
it 20% low income housing, you know, 30% middle income housing. Those all
look like spectacular apartments but what if… would the community there be
expecting all those to be, and are they…?
Bjarke: We actually have the same system, so there is an amount of affordable
homes in the—

Julie: What are kind of percentages there and how does—
Bjarke: It’s probably closer to 10%. But then in general all of the projects I
showed are actually in Copenhagen south, which is the non-affluent
neighborhood. So it’s the zip code with the lowest average income. So it is really…
it’s for people with so-called normal income, such as nurses and policemen that
live there. So essentially also like, you should know that because they look
different, they are sort of perceived as high-end luxury apartments. But in fact
they are at the lower end of the market. And essentially—
Julie: How do you build it? I mean how do you get a built… how do you get an
innovative design built at the lower end of the market?
Bjarke: It is this sort of idea that… I love the… Like, we are interested in
complexity. Essentially also if you wanna pursue the idea of designing ecosystems,
it is sort of the art and science of designing complexity. Complexity is not the same
as complication, although it is sometimes complicated to design it. But in
computer programmer terms—and I think that’s the easiest to understand the
definition of complexity—complexity is understood as the capacity to transmit the
maximum amount of information with the minimum amount of data. So if you
have a long string of code that looks incredibly complex and makes the computer
do one thing. If you have a much shorter string of code that actually makes the
computer do exactly the same thing, the short one is the most complex. So it’s a
question of, you know, getting the maximum effect with the minimum of means.
In Denmark because of the labor wages, which are incredibly high, everything has
to be pre-fab and everything has to be standardized. So for instance, the entire 8
House, where you can bicycle all the way to the penthouse and back down again,
is actually made with identical pre-fab elements, where everything is resolved so
that each module steps roughly a foot. So in that sense you actually get an
amazing variety but it’s all made out of identical elements. You have only four
different types of bathrooms that are made in a factory and just lifted in. So it’s
this sort of maximum repetition and maximum diversity.
Julie: And tell me a little bit about… I think you’ve had your first community board
meeting and I wonder what that experience was like. Did it surprise you? How did
you handle it?
Bjarke: It was way more civilized than what I was used to in the Danish public
participation.
Julie: Really!
Bjarke: It was kinda funny. When we presented… I’ll return to the American
community board. In general, I think people were nice. A lot of the community
board members came up afterwards and actually said that really liked the project.
They didn’t want to play all their cards openly ‘cause there’s some kind of
negotiation. And I think one of the main elements that came up was an insistence
on 20/80, affordable/market rate.
Julie: Which is what the building will be? Is that what is—
Bjarke: Which is what the building will be.

Julie: It is.
Bjarke: When we did the first community board meeting with this mile-long urban
space in Copenhagen, which is in many ways a present for the local inhabitants,
there was like, you know, the representatives of the different—what do you call
it—rental unions, like one representative for each building would come. And they
actually didn’t represent the ethnic diversity or cultural diversity of the
neighborhood. They were all like middle age Danes. And this is a big upgrade of
the neighborhood. They hated everything about the project. They hated the colors.
Like one of the guys said that red is the color of blood and war and death. And
we’re thinking like, you know, it’s also the color of love and Christmas. And then
like, they wanted the colors out, they basically hated everything, they thought it
was stupid with all these like, you know, culturally diverse objects. And then
happily there was a woman with a, wearing a—
Julie: Boshiya.
Bjarke: —boshiya, and she was like, quite quiet during the whole thing and then
in the end she got up and then she said like, she just wanted to say to the
architects that she thought that she really liked that the project was colorful, and
she really thought that we should do everything to retain the colors in the project.
Julie: Interesting.
Bjarke: So then, of course, there’s been this complete battle with these objects,
‘cause like, of course we thought it was also more interesting if the objects really
created an incredible span of different experiences of... because it becomes
almost like an urban art exhibition of these artifacts, found objects from other
cultures. And of course they become a reminder of second home country for the
different citizens. But also for us architecturally it becomes an excuse to propose
whack stuff that we would never sort of, out of our good taste, allow ourselves to
do. But that of course also provoked a lot responses, especially from the middle
aged Danish representatives. So of course, whenever you do something that gets
nested into the city, it has a massive impact on the city, and it will create a lot of
reactions. I think it’s just very important to distinguish between letting everybody
decide over everybody or making sure that everybody is heard and all needs are
met. So when a public… ‘cause you know, there tends to be this tendency that
negative… you know, if you read the paper, and you read about some great
scheme, a great project that’s gonna happen, you think, ah, that’s great, and then
you read on. If you read something that you hate, you know, it’s ugly, or it’s right
in front of your house or whatever, then you start writing letters and you come to
the public meetings. So essentially if you’re actually excited about a project you’re
not gonna show up. If you hate it you will show up. So that’s why you also have a
completely skewed point of view. Also, as an interesting example of this public
participation, we’re doing a project in Copenhagen for a mosque, as part of a big
urban development.
Julie: Are you expecting controversy over it?
Bjarke: We already saw it. But at the same time we’re working with the Danish
Muslim Society, which is a Sunni Muslim community. And there’s another Shia

Muslim mosque. We tried to make a design that sort of incorporates Islamic design
principles into a Scandinavian climate. ‘Cause most Islamic designs are either sort
of of Roman heritage or designed for a Middle Eastern/Mediterranean climate,
whereas with the daylight we have in Scandinavia it’s a completely different issue.
So we tried to make a much more naturally illuminated mosque, but still based on
certain principles. So it looks much more integrated in a way, whereas the other
one is the cliché of, you know, if Walt Disney was gonna design a mosque for
Aladdin, it would probably look like the other one. And as a result there was a like
91 objections against our mosque, from the local community. And there was like
almost 1,200 objections against the other mosque. Simply because I think we had
spent more energy on trying to successfully integrate it into the urban context.
Julie: Currently there’s a shift going on in architecture where, for a while there,
iconic architecture was what every museum wanted or community building,
cultural institution, everybody wanted an iconic building, the Bilbao effect and so
forth. And there’s clearly with an interest in ecologies and sustainability there’s a
move away from that. Where do you see your buildings? And I think in some ways
you’ve talked a bit about the importance of iconic building. But how do you
reconcile kind of the, now, pressures of ecology and sustainability and regionalism
in terms of what a building might look like? What do you…
Bjarke: I think that, in many ways, I think the Guggenheim in Bilbao did great
things for architecture in the sense it launched the concept of the “starchitect”
and it made people who would otherwise be uninterested in architecture suddenly
fascinated by architecture. So a bit like, you know, you might go and watch a
movie because you are like, in love with Scarlett Johansson. It has nothing to do
with the movie but you might actually end up watching a really great Woody Allen
movie these days, it would be. But in the same way you start by being sort of wild
and then you start having an interest in architecture and gradually you might read
about architecture, and you might understand some of the greater complexities of
architecture. But I think the side effect that it had was that it became clear that
an architect was somebody you could call if you had an incredible amount of
money, you wanted like, a lot of global attention, you could get a spectacular and
difficult and expensive masterpiece designed at great expense, but that would put
your city and its new poster child on the cover of the global media.
Julie: Market.
Bjarke: But you probably wouldn’t call an architect if you needed to solve a
problem. So I think, I think there’s now a space for a new sobriety. And I think
essentially our buildings look different because they perform differently. You know
the 8 House is distorted because it actually allows to optimize the location of
different programs, you know, housing gravitates towards the sun and the views,
shops and offices towards the ground and towards the north. And the difference
in depths from the different programs creates this public invasion that actually
allows social space to occur. There was like a sociological study showing that in
multistory housing, kids living above the third floor don’t really go to the
playground because their mom can’t see them from the kitchen. Whereas here you
can actually really run out and play with your neighbor like ten townhouses down
the mountain path. So essentially the 8 House looks different because it performs
different. The same with the mountain. It creates houses with gardens on top of a
parking structure. It creates synergy between two programs that would otherwise

be alien to each other. So in the end they have iconic appearances because they
look really radically different. But their radical different appearance is a child of
their radically different performance.
Julie: That’s a good answer. So you don’t aspire to be a starchitect?
Bjarke: I mean, of course, we aspire to get like, big, fat, nice commissions
everywhere. (laughter) So whatever get us there, you know. (laughter)
Julie: Now you were a graduate of the OMA school of architecture. And here in
New York in particular there’s increasing number of graduates from the school,
Rex, Work AC. What did you learn from that experience? I mean what’s the most
valuable thing? I don’t know, is it a great thing to have on your calling card? Is it a
complicated thing to have on your calling card, that Rem was once your boss?
Bjarke: I mean you definitely have to talk about it, every time you meet anyone. So
I guess it’s a good thing to have something to talk about. No I think it was a great
experience. And I think maybe the one… apart from the fact that a lot of my good
friends are from my tours in ‘nam. (laughter)
Julie: Is that what you call it?
Bjarke: Nah. I think one of the main discoveries was the fact that it was such an
incredibly international work environment. Which meant that essentially I was
working for, was the working designer for the Seattle Public Library in the first
stages, and I think the only Dutch person on our team was Rem Koolhaus. So and
everybody on our team was from a different nationality. And it just meant that at
every issue you would have multiple perspectives. You would have multiple
references. People would have multiple stories or opinions, based in various
experiences. So like, instead of just like, putting your nose in the track and going
the way you always do, you would actually have to turn every stone and approach
the problem from every single perspective. And I think that’s the, that is the one
thing that we have definitely taken with us is that the BIG in Copenhagen is, has
25 different nationalities. And here in New York I’m the only Dane in the office.
So we like, we try to retain this idea of always applying several different
perspectives to every single question.
Julie: Before I turn it over to questions in the audience, I have one final one for
you. Being here in New York, and now that you’ve been here a few months—so
you must know the thing inside out—what would be something you’d really like to
get your hands on doing here in New York? You’re gonna be part of the postBloomberg workforce.
Bjarke: We’re pretty excited to be doing the building on the West 57 I must say.
Julie: Have you read the history of that site by the way? Do you know how far back
it goes? How complicated it is?
Bjarke: No, actually we started the, like, even the recent history is quite
complicated. But we actually started with the, in the archives we found all the
drawings of the site from—

Julie:’69.
Bjarke: But even when there was like individual townhouses on it. But I actually
think, I think in America in general there is this incredible potential. Like, we
made a monograph that’s almost like a manifesto for this sort of inclusive
approach to architecture. It’s called “Yes Is More.”
Julie: I have it. I have it in my bag.
Bjarke: Excellent choice. (laughter) It’s designed as a graphic novel, so it’s
basically using the storytelling infrastructure of a graphic novel to tell stories about
architecture. Not presenting the final results but actually telling the stories behind
the scenes, how they became like, which concerns and demands and conflicts
and contradictions that shape them into what they are. So the title of it is “Yes Is
More.” We had another title before. We wanted to call it “Bigamy.” (laughter) You
can have both, but my girlfriend at the time wouldn’t allow the title so it became
“Yes Is More.” But essentially I like this idea of bigamy where you don’t have to
choose. I mean, maybe we should have opened our office in Salt Lake City.
(laughter) You don’t have to choose between what seems to be opposite extremes.
You don’t have to choose between a house and a garden and a dense, urban
location and a penthouse view. You can actually get it in this sort of symbiotic
typology of the mountain.
Julie: Well what does that make you want to do in New York?
Bjarke: I think there is something in the American culture that is very much about
combining things in an almost crude way that would otherwise be completely set
aside. And I think it has to do with that it is this sort of hybrid nation, you know,
by the overlaps of all these different immigrants. And as the ultimate example of
gastronomical bigamy, I think “surf and turf” is literally like…
Julie: But that’s not on the menu anymore, anywhere! (laughter)
Bjarke: Actually I found a place that’s called Lobsteer. (laughter) But I think you
know, any French chef would tell you would be a crime against humanity is
actually like a great hybrid.
Julie: Typical… typical dish.
Bjarke: So I think to pursue this sort of, these sort of unexpected hybrids…
Julie: These oxymorons.
Bjarke: I think sort of continuing, sort of introduction referring to Delirious New
York, I think actually, I think the whole notion of hedonistic sustainability could be
a really radical New York agenda, this sort of idea of living in a completely
manmade ecology that doesn’t only make sort of economical and ecological
concerns strive, but also social programs and activities.
Julie: Excellent. Well, good, well maybe there’s some questions from the audience?
Your chance to throw something out there.

Deborah: So, I think this idea of hedonistic sustainability is really interesting and I
wonder if you could sort of talk more about that. I mean, in a way, all of your
projects in a certain way express that idea, like the ski hill in the power plant. But
is it an idea about green infrastructure? Is it about sustainability being luxurious?
Like, what is it?
Bjarke: It’s essentially this idea of having a more… I had the chance to meet Al
Gore the other day.
Audience member: Who?
Bjarke: (laughter) Unfortunately I pronounced his name with a Governornator
accent and so probably… In high school I had a major in political science and I
wrote a report about the Rio conference, where they actually sort of launched the
term “sustainability” and the whole sort of Agenda 21, the first COP conference.
So I’ve sort of pursued the subject all along. And I really liked the Inconvenient
Truth. Although I think it’s reaffirming this idea of the environmental movement as
being this sort of, you know, treehuggers or—
Julie: Or Calvinists or something.
Deborah: No, that’s right, that’s why—
Bjarke: I think that, I don’t know, like, in the Middle Ages you would hire old
ladies to cry at funerals. What is that called in English?
Julie: I don’t know if there’s a term… (laughter)
Bjarke: Weeping woman or something, I don’t know, it has term in Danish. Wait,
what is a… whatever… I’ll look it up.
Julie: Outsourcing.
Bjarke: People that whine. And somehow that became the… and you know I think
that’s a crucial moment in Inconvenient Truth where Al Gore says the Chinese
character for crisis is the combination of two characters, one of danger and one of
opportunity. I think however both Al Gore and the environmental movement in
general focus all their energy and all their speaking time on danger. So essentially
this idea of scaring people shitless. And at some point you just ignore it, like,
whereas—exactly—every crisis is a combination of danger and opportunity. And I
think it’s just much more interesting—and especially for people that actually have
the capacity and education to intervene and to design cities of the future—to
focus on the opportunity. ‘Cause you could say, by definition, pollution is what
occurs what you have a process with a desirable outcome, or desirable product.
Because of the desirability of that product that process is sustained. However it
has a byproduct that nobody wants. Therefore through the service of the constant
sustaining of that process the byproduct accumulates until it becomes a problem.
But every time you have pollution you actually have an unlimited self-sustained
resource for something. So what you have to do is invent a use for that byproduct.
That’s essentially what happens in ecosystems. In ecosystems—
Julie: There is no waste.

Bjarke: —there is no waste. You know, the exhaust of one species becomes the
intake of another. The excrement of one species becomes the intake of another.
And essentially that’s what we have to do as architects and city builders and
people. We have to design cities and buildings as ecosystems, where it becomes
not a moral dilemma or political dilemma or economic dilemma, but a design
challenge. And I think that’s a focus on perspective, whereas, you know, we didn’t
design, you know, our ancestors didn’t design, you know, automobiles or factories
to, because they didn’t care. They actually designed them because they really
cared. They actually wanted to bring prosperity and health and growth to human
to increase life quality. However, whenever you go into uncharted territory there
might be unforeseen effects. And as our knowledge sort of accumulates, we gain
new knowledge and we have the capacity to intervene and design new processes
that have, that sort of take into account, this new knowledge. I love the example
that right now the car is seen as this great evil. A hundred years ago cities were
drowning in another form of pollution. Namely the cities such as New York was
actually drowning in horse shit. Because every year they had to remove 10,000
carcasses from the streets of New York. Like these sort of biohazards spreading
diseases and epidemics. On every given day a horse drops 11 kilos, roughly 22
pounds, of horse shit. So that means that on every given day you will have to
remove 1,100 tons of horse shit from the streets of New York. So literally—and
when you look at photos from back then—there is like piles of horse manure
everywhere. And what came… cities were literally drowning, in horse shit. And the
savior became the automobile. Because compared to horses, automobiles are
clean, and they’re actually incredibly safe. They don’t go nuts if like, a bee stings
them and knocks over children. Like we still have like, sort of traffic deaths. But
way fewer than we had with the horses. So now what we have to do is just keep
inventing the next sort of technological evolution that’s gonna save us from the
traffic jams. Actually the other day I was in California and I got to drive Google’s
driverless car. And I can assure everyone—most people say like, what’s fun about a
driverless car? I can tell you it’s incredibly fun. (laughter) And one of the
advantages of course, the safety. 99% of all traffic deaths are due to human error.
Julie: Of course.
Bjarke: So when you have an artificial intelligence completely focused, deploying
all the latest technology to monitor the road, and it’s not busy, you know, text
messaging or arguing with the spouse or yelling at the kids or trying to prevent the
dog from eating the groceries, whatever. You actually have much safer streets.
Julie: There’s those hybrid situations where, you know, it’s the car and the bike.
They can’t seem able to exist. You know, when you can wipe out entirely horses
and just have the car you’re fine. But then the car becomes the problem and you
try to mix it in with the bike and they become two interest groups that don’t
wanna collaborate.
Bjarke: I’m not sure, because Copenhagen—
Julie: Except for places like Copenhagen.
Bjarke: —has this history of, instead of giving excessive priority to the car, each
mode of transportation is given equal value. So you have, you know, pedestrian

streets, you have bicycle lanes, you have cars, you have dedicated traffic lights for
bicycles and cars to make sure that the traffic flows as smoothly as possible. So it’s
just the, it is essentially just the… and I think the trick to sustainable cities is to
have both.
Julie: Yeah, yeah.
Bjarke: Because I think it’s stupid to eliminate the car. It becomes like this sort of
negatively driven politics of sending a signal. The car is not evil it’s amazing. And
for families with children it’s a necessity. And for connecting a huge suburban
population with an urban population, you know you can move around New York on
foot but you can’t move around on the outskirts on foot. So the car is great for
certain things, public transportation is great for certain things, and pedestrians
and bicycles are great for certain things.
Julie: Agreed. (laughter) It’s incomprehensible that the bike backlash is happening
right now, ‘cause I just don’t understand the—
Bjarke: No, but as soon as you introduce a new interest group... I love the story
from Williamsburg. The Hasidic Jews went out there at night and covered the
bicycle lanes to not be exposed to athletic, underdressed bicyclists.
Julie: Do we have time for any more questions? One more? There you go.
Audience member: So the title of your monograph is great, the yes is more. But
New York is actually filled with a lot of no. And it’s the getting to yes that always
seems to be the problem. Someone comes up with a great idea like bike lanes—
many times, by the way, this is only one of the takes on bike lanes in New York—
and then somewhere or another the no comes back into it. And your ideas about
mixing sustainable issues and turning them into something really fun probably
frightens most of the decision makers and, say, the developers, and all the people
who need to say yes. So I guess the question is, since you’ve had success with
getting people to say yes—
Julie: How do you do it, yeah?
Audience member: —what do you have to do to convince somebody that it’s gonna
be ok? Not only that it’s gonna be ok but that people are gonna really like it. Or
they’ll buy, or they’ll move to your town, or whatever that is to get to yes.
Bjarke: I think exclusively in the context of Copenhagen and I think also the fact
that we’ve been sort of, we have a graveyard in the office of dead projects that
massively outnumbers the few buildings we actually did get built. Of course there’s
a lot of no on the path to yes. For instance, we did a project almost 10 years ago
where there was a foundation that announced that they were gonna… all of cities
of Copenhagen could come up with ideas for what they called a better urban
space. And the foundation would choose 10 projects, within a certain budget; 10
projects that they would co-finance with 50%. And we had just started and we
had nothing to do. No clients, just a lot of time and massive desire to do
something. So we proposed, since we were Copenhagen natives, and Copenhagen
is pretty much fully built, we proposed to put a public space on the roof of a
downtown department store. And we contacted the department store and they

thought it was cool if they could get it half-financed. That would be great. So we
made a design on our own dime. Because of the roofscape of the department
store with different mechanical facilities, et cetera, this urban space actually
became quite three-dimensional, including a small hill that would be like the only
place with topography, ‘cause like, all Copenhagen urban space is flat. So this
would be quite exciting. Also it would be located… all of Copenhagen is uniform
height, only the historical towers go higher than five to six floors. So from up there
you would have this like, amazing 360 panorama. And, you know, in the winter it
could be like, a (inaudible) slope. And the foundation chose the project for
relaxation and it was quite heavily like, published and debated and really
embraced by the citizens of Copenhagen. The department store had to front the
other half. They got bought by the Icelandic investors that then later went
completely bust. So the project never materialized. But somehow I think we
planted a seed in the sort of public imagination of the Copenhageners that then
maybe ten years later comes to realization in the form of this sort of waste-toenergy turned ski slope. So I think patience, and examples. ‘Cause I think
everything in architecture is a question of… it’s not only the conception of the
ideas it’s the conception of ideas that deal with realistic, like, realities that are
relevant, and even urgent. And by tying together these different concerns and
demands in the initial part of the analysis, so instead of coming up with the
preconceived genius sketch that you scribble down on the cliché of the genius
architect in the middle of his steak dinner and red wine, scribbles down some
kind of genius sketch that some executive morons have to execute, and like, in
seconds you sort of decide the destiny of thousands of people. Our approach is
much more slow. It’s trying to sort of map out all the different interests. And
instead of having your original preconceived idea, grind it down to the lowest
common denominator, we try to turn the different interests into the driving force
of the design. And in a way what ends up becoming a radical project is actually
fuelled by what would otherwise be encountered as opposition, and in this case it
becomes the driving force. So again I think our buildings look different because
they perform differently. And they perform differently because they identify needs
and concerns and questions that might otherwise not have been voiced. And by
identifying them and addressing them, we already include some of the expected
criticism into the conception of the project.
Julie: All I can say is I really look forward to meet with you again in four years—
Bjarke: With gray hair, alcoholic… (laughter)
Julie: —to see what New York has done to you or what you’ve done to New York.
Thank you.
(applause)
Deborah: So thank you all for joining us. There will be drinks and refreshments, I
hope you’ll stay for a little while. Bjarke and Julie will be around, I’ll be around,
and again, thank you for coming this evening.

